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TRANSOCEANIC TRAFFIC CONTROL AND OPERATIONAL
SUPPORT USING SATELLITE SYSTEMS*
John H. Craigie
TRW Systems Group
Redondo Beach, California
Abstract

as the figure indicates, has each satellite trans
mitting time-division-multiplexed ranging signals.
If the aircraft shown in the figure knows its alti
tude it can derive its horizontal position using
ranging signals from just three of the four satel
lites. When using a ranging signal from the
fourth satellite, altitude information is also pro
vided. Furthermore, there are some very
significant extensions of this basic navigation
capability, including:

• An analysis has been performed which
relates the operational requirements of the pro
jected civil, air, and marine traffic in the North
Atlantic Ocean Area in the post-1975 era to the
projected communications, position determina
tion, and satellite technology. The result is a
synthesis of a system composed of satellites,
ground stations, and hardware in various user
craft which provides transoceanic traffic control
as well as a wide variety of operational support
services for aviation and marine craft. Require
ments for communications, surveillance, and
navigation associated with air traffic control as
well as aviation and marine advisory services
and company communications, marine navigation,
and such specialized functions as air-sea rescue
and collision avoidance are summarized. The
position determination concept selected provides
accurate surveillance information for traffic
control purposes and a range of accuracies which
are a function of user hardware cost for naviga
tional purposes. The operational and technical
factors associated with the VHF versus L-band
communications links are also treated. The
total system which is synthesized is clearly both
technically feasible and operationally attractive.
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Air traffic control

«

Collision avoidance

*

Possible Category II or
Category III landings with
compatible ground beacons

e

Marine operational support
and traffic control.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to
a brief discussion of air traffic control, marine
operational support, and the Navigation/Traffic
Control Satellite System designed to provide
these services.
Navigation/Traffic Control Satellite
System Concept

Background

The Navigation/ Traffic Control Satellite
System as conc'eived and discussed here is com
prised of the satellites themselves,, the user
equipment, and the ground stations which provide
satellite system support and user operational
support (e<,g», air traffic control centers). The
Navigation/Traffic Control Satellite System is
configured to perform:

Although navigation satellites are sometimes
thought of as a space application of the future,
this is clearly not the case. The United States
Navy's Navigation Satellite System, called
TRANSIT, has been operational for some time,
and is even available for civilian use. Thus, the
system to be discussed here is actually a second
generation-system. Navigation satellite studies
have been performed by a number of organiza
tions. Westinghouse, 1 Philco, ^ General
Electric, 3 RCA, 4 and TRW, 5 ' & have all per
formed navigation satellite studies for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
However, the Ad Hoc Joint Navigation Satellite
Committee 7 in 1966 pointed out that satellites
for navigation only would not be cost effective for
some time in the future, whereas if the system
were used for traffic control and operational
support as well, it would clearly be of more
economic benefit and therefore a more viable
system. TRW has performed in-house studies
as well as funded work on such systems for
NASA, the Navy, and the Air Force. This paper
summarizes the results of the civilian oriented
efforts at TRW.

«
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With the analyses performed thus far TRW has
emphasized the North Atlantic Ocean Area with
a growth capability to worldwide coverage. The
primary customers for this system are large
aircraft., primarily commercial carriers, although
large merchant marine craft have been considered
in the analysis as well. From both the require
ments and technology point of view, the era
beginning in 1975 has been the time period of
interest.

It was clear from the outset that the system
should have certain characteristics. First, it
should cater to a broad user base, since in order
to be economically viable, such a system needs
an adequate number of paying subscribers. Also-,
major systems, such as this, be they 'military
or civilian, are invariably 'much more useful, and
popular with their users wheo. they exhibit opera
tional flexibility, i, e,» the adaptability to be used
in ways not foreseen at the time of system
development. Furthermore, evolutionary devel
opment and growth potential is clearly required

Basic Navigation System
The basic navigation system on which the
Navigation/ Traffic Control Satellite System is
synthesized is shown in Figure 1. This system*

' Work supported in part by NASA Contract
NAS 12-595.
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SATELLITES (4)
• TRANSMITS RANGING SIGNALS
SATELLITE ^(INCLUDING

CENTRAL GROUND STATION
• TRACKS SATELLITES
• RECEIVES SATELLITE TELEMETRY
• GENERATES SATELLITE COMMANDS
• RECEIVES REMOTE STATIONS TRACKING DATA
• COMPUTES SATELLITE EPHEMERIS AND
OSCILLATOR DRIFT CORRECTIONS
• TRANSMITS LATEST CORRECTION DATA TO
SATELLITES FOR STORAGE ON-BOARD

USERS

REMOTE TRACKING STATIONS (2)

• RECEIVE RANGE AND SATELLITE DATA
INFORMATION FROM EACH SATELLITE
• COMPUTE POSITION
AUTOMATICALLY (COMPUTER)
MANUALLY
GROUND STATION VIA COMSAT DATA LINK

• TRACK SATELLITES
• RELAY TRACKING DATA TO
CENTRAL STATION VIA
SATELLITE TRANSPONDER

• DISPLAY POSITION COORDINATES
• RELAY DATA TO GROUND STATION FOR ATC
VIA COMSAT LINK

Figure 1.

NAVSTAR Information Network

since a substantial period of time is required not
only for initial installation, but also for amortiza
tion by the various subscribers.

Carrier Frequency Considerations
The selection of carrier frequency was a
significant factor in the analysis of both the
position determination and communications sub
system analyses in the Navigation/Traffic Control
Satellite System Mission Study performed for
NASA. Major factors influencing the selection
are summarized in Table 1. Although the feasi
bility of VHF communications from aircraft
through satellites has been demonstrated through
the existing NASA applications technology satellite
program, and although there is a very real possi
bility that a VHF aerocomsat development program
will begin in the near future, TRW nonetheless
feels an all L-band system is preferable. All
technology necessary is currently available;
demonstration via synchronous satellite will take
place in approximately one year using the ATS-E;
and an all L-band approach offers high perform
ance and growth potential that will be required
during the last quarter of the twentieth century.

There are a number of specific characteris
tics desired for the Navigation/Traffic Control
Satellite System. They include:
«

High accuracy capability. In many
cases operational flexibility and
growth potential and high perform
ance are practically synonymous.

t

Mechanizations which permit low
user costs. Users should not have
to pay for a capability that they
cannot use. Thus a user who does
not need a high degree of accuracy
should be able to, with cheaper
hardware, get a moderate degree
of accuracy.

0

Adequate communications capacity.
The system should always provide
adequate capacity but should never
be grossly overdesigned.

«

Full time coverage. Cloudy weather,
ionospheric effects, sunspot activity,
and the like, should not interfere
with the use of the system.

t

Compatibility with desired use.
From a user standpoint, the system
should be capable of self-contained
operation and yet be capable of func
tioning with other air traffic control
system and navigational aids.

Major System Requirements
Analyses were performed which developed
North Atlantic communications and air traffic
control surveillance requirements. Recommended
air traffic control surveillance requirements for
a 60-mile lateral separation in 1975 are:
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ft

Accuracy:

1 nmi (iff) position
uncertainty

0

Fix Rate:

Subsonic - 1 fix per 80
to 100 sec
Supersonic - 1 fix per 20
to 24 sec
Total: 10, 000 to 12, 000
fixes per hour

ft

Provides:

Multiple observations of
off-course aircraft prior
to airspace violation

Satellite Configuration Description
The NTC Satellite (Figure 2) will exist in
three similar configurations with a high degree
of commonality between configurations. In fact,
the basic structure and dimensions will be identi
cal. Configuration A will be the Phase I, D and
D/Preoperational spacecraft. It will weigh
approximately 600 pounds and will have as its
payload one voice, one data, and one ranging
channel. Configuration B will be an operational
version of Configuration A and will be employed
in synchronous inclined elliptical orbits. It will
differ from Configuration A only in the yaw con
trol design. Configuration C will be the standard
operational spacecraft and will be employed in
synchronous equatorial orbits. It will weigh
approximately 1200 pounds and will provide four
voice, two data, and one ranging channel. It
will be similar to Configuration A, but will have
greater communications capacity and therefore
requires more power, thermal control, propellant,
and the like.

Recommended North Atlantic communications
requirements are:
ft

Aircraft:

11 voice (peak load)
1 emergency voice
3 data (1200 bit/sec)

»

Marine:

2 data (1200 bit/sec)
1 emergency data
(1200 bit/sec)
Off-peak aircraft voice

«

Search and
Rescue:

Operations: Pre-empt
1 or 2 aircraft voice

All satellites will be three-axis stabilized
spacecraft with an earth-oriented antenna and
sun-oriented solar panels. Nitrogen gas jets
provide the control capability. The structure
will be partially cylindrical and partially rectang
ular, and will entail honeycomb mounting plat
forms for the various spacecraft components.
Thermal control will consist of both active and
passive techniques, e.g., heaters, insulation,
louvers, and surface coatings. Propulsion will
consist of approximately a 100-pound thrust
liquid engine using MMH and H204, which will
yield an I S p of 300 seconds. A gyro reference
package is used for injection. Pitch and roll
control torque is provided by gimballing the
engine during this phase. Earth sensors are
employed for attitude sensing. Configurations A
and C will use a pitch momentum wheel for yaw
control, and Configuration B will use a yaw sun
sensor and a yaw reaction wheel. All spacecraft
will employ a high-gain antenna for voice and
data communications and an earth coverage
antenna for position determination. For electri
cal power, Configuration A will have an accordian
foldout array designed to provide 300 watts of
power at the end of three years. Configurations B
and C will employ accordian foldout arrays de
signed to provide adequate power at the end of
seven years.

Training: Off-peak
aircraft voice

Table 1.

Carrier Frequency Considerations

VHF (118-136 MHz)
^

Permits common communications
amplifiers with present VHF system

9

Technology demonstrated

t

Low user antenna gain, but antenna
is large

»

Dead end approach
Limited spectrum
Poor navigation accuracy

L-BAND (1540-1660 MHz)
^

Small, light, simple user antenna

t

Spectrum available

9

Excellent navigation accuracy

t

Permits common communications and
navigation antennas, preamp

»

Technology exists

Orbital Constellations
The proposed NTCS Design and Development/
Preoperational Program uses two synchronous,
equatorial Configuration A satellites with geo
stationary subsatellite points at 15 degrees and
56 degrees W. Longitude. The initial North
Atlantic operational capability is attained with
Configuration C satellites at those two points,
plus a third Configuration C synchronous equa
torial satellite with its geostationary subsatellite
point at 35 degrees W. Longitude. As the system
expands to worldwide operation, coverage in the
North Atlantic becomes more complete and
redundant such that in the final version, four
Configuration C equatorial, and one or two
Configuration B inclined satellites are in view
from the North Atlantic at all times.

C-BAND (5000-5250 MHz)
Spectrum available
Heavy, complex, costly user
antenna needed
Technology exists
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•66.0 INCHES DIA. ANTENNA
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HORIZON SCANNER (2)
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Figure 2.

Navigation/Traffic Control Satellite
Summary

User Hardwar e

The system described in this paper will more
than meet the requirements outlined earlier.
Furthermore, the performance margins over and
above those requirements provide a great deal of
operational utility, flexibility, and growth poten
tial, and have been achieved at a very modest
expenditure in terms of satellite system costs
and complexity. The voice and data requirements
postulated for the North Atlantic Ocean Area can
be met with three Navigation/Traffic Control
Satellites. In the ultimate worldwide configura
tion, an aircraft in the North Atlantic (at 15°W,
60° N) would be able to see four synchronous
equatorial, and one synchronous inclined satel
lite. This constellation would provide him with
a fix with one sigma position determination
uncertainties of approximately:

The commercial carrier avionics package
is an integrated satellite communications/navi
gation system that provides capabilities for
communicating voice and printed messages as
well as supplying aircraft position information
in digital form to the ground terminal. It con
sists of:
i

A transmitter/receiver unit
including low-gain antennas

,

A special purposes digital
electronics unit

e

A navigation unit.

Ground Stations

•

Latitude:

70 feet

The Design and Development/Preoperational
phase of the NTCS Program will involve the
setting up of remote tracking stations at Shannon
and Gander, and a temporary Master Control
Center at the Federal Aviation Agency's National
Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC),
as well as obtaining operational support at
NASA's Rosman and Goddard facilities. For the
North Atlantic Ocean Area Operational phase,
a remote tracking station at Ascension Island is
added to the Shannon and Gander net, and a per
manent master control center is set up at
J, F. Kennedy Airport in New York.
For
worldwide coverage two additional master control
stations and three additional remote tracking
stations will be required.

«

Longitude:

200 feet

*

Altitude:

140 feet

and a communications capability of seventeen
voice and nine 1200 bit/sec data channels. With
certain minor modifications to the user hard
ware, the system could also provide the user
with 0. 2 to 0.4 ft/sec velocity and rate of climb
accuracy. If the inclined satellite is lost all six
elements of position and velocity are still avail
able, but for aircraft in the North Atlantic the
altitude information suffers geometric dilution
of precision (GDOP) and is therefore the least
accurate element of the position or velocity. If
one of the four synchronous equatorial satellites
should also be lost, altitude and rate of climb
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information is no longer available, but —
assuming aircraft altitude is known to several
hundred feet — very good latitude and longitude
information is still obtainable. Finally, if only
two synchronous equatorial satellites are avail
able, excellent latitude and longitude information
is still available, but the accuracy is timedependent. The user's clock will have been
calibrated prior to takeoff, but cannot continually
be calibrated in flight as is the case when three
or more satellites are visible. Clearly, with
respect to position determination capability as
well as communications capacity, the Navigation/
Traffic Control Satellite System provides an allup operational capability of unprecedented quality;
operational redundancy; and — in the event of
satellite failures —a fail soft operational capa
bility .
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